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ABSTRACT

We inductively develop a model of the commercialization process for new products or services user entrepreneurs undertake when entering an industry while drawing on proprietary technology developed in another industry. Extending the growing field of user entrepreneurship, we identify a two-phase approach to industry entry by user entrepreneurs who start “under the radar” of incumbent firms, gain experience, attract a first potential customer base, and then, in a second phase, engage in commercialization. During this process, a community of fellow users is of major importance for the entrepreneur, serving as a knowledge pool for skills development and experimentation with different commercialization paths. We study a nascent group of firms founded by users of video games who became entrepreneurs on entering the animation industry by producing Machinima, a new film genre characterized by shooting film in video games. We explain how user entrepreneurs gain access to complementary assets (video games) for their new use (shooting film), how they deal with intellectual property issues when using other firms’ assets, and how user entrepreneurs combine domain knowledge about film production with their experience in video games and the art of Machinima. Our propositions hold implications for management and policy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Entrepreneurship, conventionally understood, is a process where opportunity recognition precedes prototype development (Venkataraman, 1997; Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). In the case of user entrepreneurship, however, this process is reversed: users first develop prototypes and, while using and gaining experience with the new design, recognize a potential for commercialization of their product or service (Shah and Tripsas, 2007). Thus, user entrepreneurship can be seen as taking a position within a standing debate in entrepreneurship theory about the discovery or creation of opportunities (Alvarez and Barney, 2005, 2007; Sarasvathy, 2001, 2004) by describing entrepreneurial opportunities as created in use. Generally showing traits of user innovators (von Hippel, 1988), user entrepreneurs derive their designs from existing products or technologies. If commercial value is created in a different industry from that in which the original product was located, we should expect new challenges connected to technology diffusion and knowledge recombination (Geroski, 2000). The aim of this paper is to fill a gap in the fast growing literature on user entrepreneurship, by theorizing about the process of user entrepreneurship as users move from one industry to another in order to commercialize.

User entrepreneurs face low opportunity costs and exhibit a high willingness to experiment and high potential to explore commercial opportunities by entering existing markets or creating new ones, especially when the target markets are turbulent and demand is uncertain (Shah and Tripsas, 2007). Usually embedded in a community of users with similar needs, user entrepreneurs operate under favorable conditions: the community plays a vital role in diffusing new designs while user entrepreneurs are granted early access to feedback and information relevant to commercialization prior to firm foundation (Shah and Tripsas, 2007).

Examples of user entrepreneurship have been studied in the fields of sporting equipment (Baldwin et al., 2006; Luthje et al., 2005; Franke and Shah, 2003) and juvenile products (Shah and Tripsas, 2007). Both fields present cases where commercialization occurred in the industry in which the original user activity took place. In the case of juvenile products, dissatisfied parents innovated more sophisticated designs, like a stroller that can be used while jogging, which they eventually commercialized after other parents became aware of its superior performance. In the case of rodeo kayaking, users redesigned kayaks to better perform under extremely challenging

---

To reduce complexity throughout the paper, we use the term “product” to refer to products, technologies, or processes.
conditions. In either case, user entrepreneurs developed new concepts on the back of existing products. They demonstrated and promoted their designs in competitions. In scanning for products that satisfied their needs prior to developing their own, user entrepreneurs gained familiarity with the general market structure and the competitive environment of their industry.

Products and services are fungible in their application. They can be modified, developed, or re-interpreted to be used as a tool or basis for new products in another context (Faulkner and Runde, 2009; von Hippel, 1988). User entrepreneurs may shift the use activity from one industry to another or, to put it differently, diffuse technology across industries through different use (cf. Rogers, 1962). Research has so far neglected this important aspect: user entrepreneurs who develop products based on assets from one industry, which they apply as complementary assets in the industry where they commercialize. Based on a study of the Machinima phenomenon, a new animation genre, and a sample of firms started by users, we develop a new process model of user entrepreneurship across industries. The firms in our sample apply video games as production technology for animation and commercialize their films via online distribution or DVD sales in the animation production industry, a subdivision of the motion picture industry. In the 1990s, user innovators started to record their game play and introduced recording technology to video games, transforming their use (Faulkner and Runde, 2009). With the publication of the first Machinima films, shot in video games, the technology became amenable to story telling that extended beyond the story elements contained in the game. User entrepreneurs publish animated shorts\(^2\) using video games as production technology and create opportunities to commercialize from their experience with Machinima. Figure 1 shows the process of user entrepreneurship in two phases as we observe and develop it in this paper, where an initial user innovation in industry A enables user entrepreneurs to enter industry B, in a first phase, under the radar of incumbents and, in a second phase, to commercialize animated shorts based on the new use of a technology from industry A. For example Rooster Teeth Productions, a Machinima firm in our sample, made use of the game *Halo*, produced by Microsoft/Bungie, to create a Machinima franchise\(^3\) called *Red vs. Blue* under which they publish episodes online. Based on their experience and audience gained, they subsequently sold DVDs, sponsorship access, and merchandising.

\(^2\) Animated shorts are the predominant products while (feature) films appeared rarely, especially early on. Throughout this paper, we use the terms film, animation, and shorts interchangeably.

\(^3\) Walt Disney pioneered this marketing concept evoking various sources of revenue based on their characters (Wasko et al., 1993; Yoon and Malecki, 2009).
Products, goods, or services are usually sold or licensed under conditions that restrict their use or application, such as end-user license agreements (EULAs). User entrepreneurs drawing on existing products experience use restrictions as obstacles to commercialization. Relying on third party assets complicates commercialization; intellectual property rights attached to either modified products or assets remain with the original producer and create legal uncertainty for the user entrepreneur (Depoorter, 2009). Companies holding the IP of products affected by such user activity may show tolerance toward the application of their assets (Harhoff et al., 2003); otherwise, permission may be granted through a variety of means, such as research exemption in the field of science (O’Rourke, 2000; Strandburg, 2008), fair use under US copyright law, or the growing practice of (informal) unauthorized use of copyright material (Lee, 2008).

While firms in the industry where the original user activity was located (industry A) may apply and enforce patents or copyright to secure profits in their home market, they might adopt a more lenient position toward others’ exploitation of these assets in industries where they do not compete (industry B), especially given the high cost and effort of monitoring and enforcing intellectual property rights (Liebeskind, 1996). Hence, firms may be willing to share selectively.
and tolerate the application of specific assets that are core to their “home” market but complementary in other markets, and so provide user entrepreneurs with a foundation to commercialize.

The knowledge needed to commercialize in another industry’s markets may extend beyond the knowledge acquired in use and, possibly, beyond the experience available through the community of users (Baldwin et al., 2006). Domain knowledge important to commercialization includes market-relevant education and experience, production techniques, work flows and processes, insights about genres and market demand, and industry-specific marketing knowledge. We study commercialization by user entrepreneurs outside the industry where the products they use originated. This offers new insights into tolerance toward application of IP, opportunity creation by user entrepreneurs in new industries with fragmented markets, and community support across industries. The particular mix of competition, versatility of commercialization-relevant assets across industries, intellectual property rights, and the role of knowledge acquisition raises an important question that we address in this paper: Under what conditions do users, who apply (selectively shared proprietary) assets from one industry, commercialize in markets of another industry (thus becoming user entrepreneurs)?

We examine this question in the motion picture industry, which represents an ideal context to study user entrepreneurship, considering Shah and Tripsas’ (2007) proposition that markets with high turbulence and demand uncertainty favor user entrepreneurship: besides a huge mainstream market for theatrical film production, several niche markets within the industry are in a state of revolt due to technological advances. Today, major studios show little interest in providing content for the Internet even though there is excess demand for it and customers are willing to pay. Industry analysts have commented that the low profitability of the Internet market, compared to their mainstream business, has meant that major studios have missed the opportunity to develop sustainable business models to serve online customers (Papies and Clement, 2008). This neglect may prove critical as the Internet is gaining in importance as an outlet for media content (Scott, 2004; Yoon and Malecki, 2009). Furthermore, it is till unknown whether theatrical and non-theatrical outlets substitute or complement each other (Eliashberg, et al., 2006). “The development of new delivery systems will in principle open up the market to more effective contestation by smaller independent film production and distribution companies (cf. Leyshon, 2001). Thus, the eventual attainment of film distribution by means of the Internet will no doubt
give rise to a great increase in the amount of cinematic material available to consumers, thereby widening the market and almost certainly making inroads on blockbuster audiences” (Scott, 2004: 58).

The motion picture industry can expect to see new entrants from the video game industry since both industries show similar characteristics and boundaries are blurring (Calantone, et al., 2010; Eliashberg, et al., 2006; Yoon and Malecki, 2009). The animation industry is probably the closest link to the video game industry, in that both share substantial talents (Aoyama and Izushi, 2003; Izushi and Aoyama, 2006). With the increasing digitalization of the value chain, entry barriers to the animation industry are lowering, enabling everyone with a personal computer to participate (Eliashberg, et al., 2006). Internet and animation production technologies overlap (Britton, et al. 2009). Producing animated shorts is considered a point of entry for small studios that might later attract a growing audience. Being able to shift among markets means that these animation studios can eventually move into feature films, as AKOM demonstrated with *The Simpsons* (Yoon and Malecki, 2009).

Our study extends work on user entrepreneurship by defining core constructs and explaining the commercialization patterns of users who create or enter new markets in different industries. Effectual strategies that assume that opportunities emerge when created by an entrepreneur have been positively associated with venture performance (Read et al., 2009). We pay special attention to the strategies users follow to remedy legal uncertainty when applying borrowed assets, the new knowledge they need to acquire, and the support they receive from their community of peers. Based on case studies, we inductively generate a model describing key elements of the strategies user entrepreneurs follow when commercializing products or services in new and economically relevant markets.

After introducing our research design, we describe the relevant cases and present the results of our study in the form of descriptive propositions. We conclude with a discussion of our findings, the implications for research, management, and policy, and outline a future research agenda for user entrepreneurship and strategy.
2. SAMPLE AND RESEARCH DESIGN

Machinima offered an ideal context to explore the research question of this paper because (1) user entrepreneurs could be observed entering the animation industry\(^4\) over the past ten years while the genre was in the process of emerging; (2) the animation industry was traditionally characterized by high entry barriers, leading to “creative” entry strategies; (3) Machinima production involves proprietary software as well as artwork, allowing a nuanced observation of how users manage IP conflicts; (4) users frequently possess advanced gaming skills but need to acquire film production knowledge to sustain a business in the target industry; and (5) users display high variance in their entrepreneurial approaches over time, ranging from product sales to diversification into consulting, software development, and online services.\(^5\)

Our research comprised three phases: case sampling, data gathering, and data analysis. We conducted a multiple, non-embedded case study (Yin, 2003), and gathered data from seven firms within the Machinima community representing the entire population of Machinima-based businesses at the time of this study. We follow an inductive logic to theorize about industry entry and market fragmentation by user entrepreneurs and generate propositions derived from the cases (Cohen, 1980; Eisenhardt, 1989; Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Theory development on a small sample size has been discussed by March et al. (1991), Eisenhardt (1989), and Siggelkow (2007), while exemplary works with the methodology include Vaughn (1990), Lawrence et al., (2002), and Pervez et al. (2008). Eisenhardt (1989: 545) proposes “a number between four and ten cases to usually work well” and allows for sufficient complexity without creating too much data. Such a sample size allows researchers to describe and analyze the cases in a systematic and methodical manner, leading to thorough contextual interpretation.

---

\(^4\) According to the International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities, Rev.4 (ISIC), software game development (6201) belongs to another industry than motion picture production and distribution (5911, 5912 and 5913, 6020 respectively). The first two digits are sometimes used to denote a specific industry. (See Farjoun, 1994, for a discussion of the relatedness of industries in terms of knowledge, an aspect we use to define complementary assets and show the market entry.)

\(^5\) A number of publications (Marino, 2004; Morris et al., 2005; Hancock & Ingram, 2007) cover the topic of Machinima for the general reader.
Sample

The production of animated films used to be restricted to media professionals who could afford the expensive software packages needed. These restrictions led users in the animation industry to produce films with games, inspired by innovative gamers who developed methods to record their game play. Such games are relatively cheap compared to traditional production tools. In addition, most of the in-game assets, like characters and landscapes that resemble actors and scenes, are already available, thus reducing overall production cost and time.\(^6\)

Defined as “shooting film in a realtime 3d environment” (AMAS, see footnote 6), Machinima is (1) a production technology, and (2) the name for the genre. It is deeply rooted in the gaming culture where gamers, early on, experienced the need to record, edit, and distribute proof of their gaming skills on film to demonstrate their proficiency as gamers. Adding story elements to their films (FK—see Appendix for full names and affiliation of interview partners), Machinima users in the animation industry later introduced a new genre that can be clearly distinguished from traditional animation (Mezias & Mezias, 2000; Peretti & Negro, 2007) when they produced low-cost films for themselves or close friends (Morris et al., 2005). The unique characteristics of the Machinima production process enabled users to become entrepreneurs, applying gaming technology in the animation industry as well as related industries, like film distribution and production support. The cases in our sample cover all aspects of the product development and commercialization process.

Every important step in the history of Machinima was initiated and conducted by users who played games and experimented with the Machinima production technology. Some of these users went on to form firms, including Rooster Teeth Productions, the ILL Clan, Strange Company, Machinima.com, Bong + Dern, and Fountainhead Entertainment. Table 1 provides an overview of the samples in this study.

---

\(^6\) Estimates of costs alone show that Machinima production amounts to a fraction of animation production. See also an article by the BBC http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/7045018.stm (October 26, 2007).
Table 1: Sample of Firms for the Cases

Interviewees brought these seven firms, which we later identified as the population, to our attention as predominant examples of Machinima-based commercialization. Thus, we defined “successful” Machinima firms according to informants (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1997). All seven firms had produced Machinima films and won at least one award at an AMAS Film Festival.³

³ Three started by producing animation and continued to do so; another three altered their sources of revenue after having produced Machinima; and one firm, Machinima.com, started producing animation later on to supplement their portfolio. Thus, all firms once entered the animation industry. Of the three firms that altered their sources or revenue, one chose to turn away from Machinima. We conducted literal and theoretical replication (Yin, 2003) by considering firms with operations in the animation industry as well as firms that developed alternative sources of revenue different than, but still based on, the Machinima production experience. The fact that user entrepreneurs show a tendency to display their capabilities at championships (Baldwin et al.,...
2006), like the annual AMAS Film Festival, provides further confidence that our sample covers the entire population at the time of data gathering.

Within the community, the visibility of Strange Company, the ILL Clan, and Machinima.com was extraordinarily high due to their involvement in the formation of Machinima. Rooster Teeth Productions was the prime example of a firm that generates revenues solely from the production of films and related products common to this industry. Fountainhead Entertainment used to be a Machinima pioneer in producing animation as well as supplying a production tool. It originally focused on a Machinima-centered business and then refocused its activities on mobile phone games. Short Fuze first released the film Desert Combat: James Bond—No License in 2004; later, Matt Kelland and Dave Lloyd wrote the first book describing Machinima for the general reader (Morris et al., 2005). As a result of technical problems experienced during the production of their film and their observation of the community’s needs, Short Fuze began to develop Moviestorm, an easy-to-use Machinima production tool, for which they received £450,000 in seed funding in 2005, followed by a first round of funding of £950,000 in 2007. This Spartan Life, produced by Bong + Dern productions, is an award-winning virtual talk show that received substantial publicity because of its high-profile guests from game companies.

Although the Electric Sheep Company (ESC) hired the workforce of the ILL Clan in 2007, we regard the ILL Clan as a separate entity in our sample for three reasons: (1) the ILL Clan had been producing Machinima since 1997, that is, for most of our observation period; (2) the founders retained their brand and continued to make their existing and new animation products available under this label; and (3) the group continued to produce Machinima for ESC, which operated in virtual worlds such as Second Life.

The resulting sample combines all incorporated Machinima businesses that were at least a year old. Their common denominator is the entry of its founders into the animation industry as Machinima users at one point in time, ultimately leading to commercialization. The firms differ in terms of their commercialization activities, financing, size, age, ambitions, and goals. We also included one firm that discontinued its Machinima-related revenue source.

---

8 Machinimation is a real-time 3D filmmaking software add-on representing a modification (mod) of id Software’s Quake III Arena.
Data gathering

Data gathering took place in five phases, including both real-time observations and retrospective data (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1997). Desk research delivered insights on how the user community defined itself, who participated, the motives of the different users, and (most importantly) active firms as well as those that had ceased operation. Understanding the phenomenon helped us establish more effective relations with key informants. Hosting Machinima films, we retrieved plenty of information from community websites\(^9\) including the names of the producer, the director, and the year of publication. Moreover, some of the films and credit files provided information about the production process, individuals, and firms involved. Altogether, we read 32 articles, studied a 340-page report on the video game industry, watched more than 100 short films, and browsed roughly 50 web pages to gain a thorough understanding of the phenomenon (for the use of rich information sources, see Vaughan, 1990).

Second, one of the authors participated in a four-day Machinima workshop to conduct field observations and build relations with the Machinima community. The workshop covered the entire Machinima production process and the author created a film to gain first-hand experience of the process.

Third, in November 2006, we identified interviewees from a variety of backgrounds and began semi-structured interviews. This approach allowed us to react to replies and adapt the questions to a candidate’s profile. We usually started the interview with questions about an individual’s background and education to decide later on whether the interviewee was an objective observer or a key informant on a topic. The initial set of questions, based mainly on desk research, was tested during the workshop. The questionnaire was subsequently refined and tailored to the specific background of each interviewee, based on information taken from online résumés or previous interviews.

Fourth, before entering the second round of interviews we analyzed our preliminary results. Having a general understanding of Machinima and the community that supported it, we focused on user entrepreneurs, some of their legal advisors, user innovators who played an important role during the development of Machinima—people who provided valuable background information, and finally games companies to complement the picture. From February to March 2007 we

completed seven interviews, one face-to-face, and another six conducted by telephone (see Table A2 in the Appendix for a full list and description of interview partners).

Fifth, another author traveled to New York and Texas and conducted a total of ten interviews and participant observation during a week on site with Rooster Teeth Productions, the ILL Clan, Fountainhead, and an ESC representative. Daily records of working routines, the Machinima production process, and other office tasks were kept; notes were taken while attending meetings, lunch, and evening events (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1997). Five formal interviews were conducted, three of which were recorded on video for later analysis and classroom use. In addition, more than 100 photographs of Machinima working environments were taken during the field trip.

In total we conducted 25 interviews, 21 in English and four in German, each lasting 55 minutes on average. We transcribed 19 interviews (20–30 pages each) verbatim. In addition, we crosschecked relevant information with other interview data or facts from desk research incorporating external links and comments in the text.

**Data analysis**

We compiled individual case studies, based on the data gathered from the five phases. First, bearing in mind the process of traditional user entrepreneurship from existing literature, the data were pre-screened to derive a common coding scheme (see Appendix). Our interviewees’ frequent and unexpected references to IP issues and legal uncertainty indicated that the entire process of commercialization was greatly influenced by the legal aspects of game engine use. Hence, we considered relevant literature in this field to support the coding scheme.

A rough sketch of what industry entry involved supported us in describing the phenomenon to interviewees. We then coded the transcribed interviews using MAXQDA, a software tool for text analysis. While analyzing the interviews, we coded statements in the text, which allowed us to sort and evaluate information. Two researchers working in parallel conducted the coding. After the initial coding, results were merged and the second coder recoded selected interviews, contributing to inter-coder reliability.

Applying an iterative process with an overlap of data analysis and data collection (Eisenhardt, 1989; Glaser & Strauss, 1967), we used the distilled interview data, including the codes and the higher code categories (e.g.: 2 Domain Knowledge, 2.1 Education, 2.2 Work experience, 2.3
Prior Film Production), as well as secondary information, to refine our case studies by gathering additional data whenever gaps were identified during coding. We evaluated the interview data and compared coding of key informants (e.g., director) with objective observers’ (e.g., lawyer) views where applicable. We triangulated the findings from the interviews with our observation records (Pettigrew, 1988), independent information gathered from the Internet, image, and video material, and third-party newspaper articles. We produced detailed case write-ups for each firm to cope with the magnitude of data. While structuring and analyzing the within-case data, we checked whether information depicting every construct was obtained for each case. This led us to drop one early construct but to formulate another, enabling further consolidation of the coding scheme. The final case study write-ups facilitated the comparison of all ventures’ positions in terms of user entrepreneurship. Searching for cross-case patterns enabled us to extract the general sequence of actions users followed to commercialize their products or services as well as to identify the different stakeholders or stakeholder groups involved in the different phases of the commercialization process (Eisenhardt, 1989). Based on the flow of actions, we derived five propositions and drew up a table summarizing the findings for each (see Table 2). To enhance construct validity, all propositions were compared and discussed in the light of the existing literature. The maintenance of individual case studies during the analysis supported replication across firms. A final working paper was sent to all informants for comments and feedback, which were integrated with the text.

3. TOWARD A PROCESS MODEL OF INDUSTRY ENTRY BY USER ENTREPRENEURS

In this section we present findings on how, in the case of Machinima, users become entrepreneurs who commercialize their products or services based on assets from another industry in a two-phase process. We inductively develop a model from the cases and formulate five propositions (Table 2) to explain user entrepreneurs’ behavior and the consequences of their activities (Figure 2, explained throughout the text). We emphasize the interactions between user entrepreneurs and firms that selectively share complementary assets, between user entrepreneurs and their community of peers who exchange knowledge about the application of complementary assets, and between user entrepreneurs and talent from the motion picture industry to acquire domain knowledge. First, we describe the context of industry entry, which occurred in two phases.
Under the radar of incumbent firms: A two-phase process of industry entry

The first phase of industry entry consists of a lateral move from one industry to another under the radar of incumbents: When first applying video games as tools to produce animated shorts, users emerged from the domain of the video game industry to enter and become producers in the animation industry where they used games as alien production tools—most of them continuing to be avid gamers. Neither companies in the video game nor in the animation industry paid attention to or followed the activities of these “hobbyists” who operated on a very small scale of product development (cp. Depoorter, 2009), which we consider under the radar. At the same time, video game companies were harsh with users who altered or modified video games regardless of the scope of modifications or their commercial intention (AC, CB). The same holds true for film production companies that saw their media assets re-used and or distributed over the Internet.

The following quote from Geoff Ramsey (GR) illustrates how the founders of Rooster Teeth started out to reach an audience from a spare-time activity and moved on to a full-time activity, following the success they achieved in terms of audience and attention received.

“Initially we worked in Burnie’s spare room in Burnie’s house. And it was a small room [...] and it wasn’t so bad when we were just Burnie and I. But you know, two people
turning into five people in a room that’s maybe [...] 250 square feet became pretty cramped, and at some point Red vs. Blue [...] became successful enough, where I quit the day job and devoted full time to Red vs. Blue. Burnie eventually did it as well.” (GR)

While one might argue that users are not located in a specific industry without commercialization, they nonetheless produce and distribute animation. This compares to cases of open source software, where no commercial intentions may exist but where market share of incumbent software companies is affected. Geoff Ramsey’s anecdote provides a typical illustration of the transition from phase one to phase two.

“Machinima was a very cheap way to produce animation or, you know, any kind of narrative, but as it becomes more popular the cost increases. And, unfortunately, the more popular you are the more money you generate ... [and the more] bandwidth you're paying for people to be able to watch your series. ... So we were always looking for ways to help offset costs. So, I reckon June of 2003, this is around episode 12 of Red vs. Blue, I put a thread in the forums: I said, if I made a Red vs. Blue T-shirt, just a white T-shirt with a logo on it, would you be interested in buying it? And the response was overwhelming. And so I made a T-shirt and people bought it.” (GR)

In phase two, user entrepreneurs experimented with various ways to commercialize their ideas. Rooster Teeth introduced merchandising to help offset costs, besides DVD sales, an increasingly popular revenue window in the motion picture industry in times when box office sales do not suffice to break even provided the production costs (Eliashberg et al., 2006; Wasko et al., 1993; Yoon and Malecki, 2009). Table 1 summarizes the activities undertaken by the firms in our sample during under-the-radar entry to the animation industry (phase one) and first opportunity recognition and commercialization strategies (phase two).

It is important to note here is that the user entrepreneurs were the producers as well as the distributors, exhibitors, and the licensees of their own merchandise—roles usually separated along the value chain or at least split into various subdivisions of corporate groups in the motion picture industry. Thus, user entrepreneurs in our case entered several related industries subsequently based on potential business opportunities they recognized during display of their core product, the Machinima films.

Wendy Selzer (WS), of Brooklyn Law School, explained the critical legal situation in which user entrepreneurs found themselves when entering phase two. Here, their foremost concern is the uncertainty regarding a potential legal dispute with the game companies:
“They typically ask that question when they’re trying to do ... when they move from the non-commercial into the commercial space because another of the factors in the fair use inquiry is whether your use is commercial or non-commercial as well as that somebody is far less likely to sue you if you’re just doing non-commercial. Or at once you start making money that they see it as something that they might be getting a cut of. So at that point, you see more of them [user entrepreneurs] asking the question.” (WS)

Operating within uncertain legal boundaries, resulting from the copyright restrictions that came with the video games, made access to distribution channels anything but easy. TV networks exerted pressure on user entrepreneurs by passing on the legal clarification regarding copyright infringement (WS). User entrepreneurs in our sample (AK, MK, CB, PM) reported having experienced conservative reactions to Machinima from industry incumbents such as TV networks and film studios. This negative attitude meant they had either to seek alternative sources of revenue or obtain explicit permission from IP holders.

Asset holders’ preference for selective sharing of proprietary assets (industry A)

Dependency on video games as complementary assets for animation production (see Teece, 1986) complicated industry entry by user entrepreneurs for a number of reasons. Game engines (movements in 3D space, sound, artificial intelligence, look-and-feel, etc.) and artwork (settings, scenery, characters, skins, textures) represent significant investments by companies in the game industry. Copyright law and EULAs protect these assets, prohibiting any (commercial) application of the acquired video game or the artwork that comes with it. These copyright agreements made it difficult if not impossible for user entrepreneurs to sell their Machinima films directly (see also Marino, 2004; Hancock and Ingram, 2007). Fred von Lohmann (FvL), IP lawyer at the Electronic Frontier Foundation, clarified the difference in copyright for the two main components of a game, the engine and the assets. While copyright on the assets is closely defined and attributed to the creator, the output generated by the game engine is far from easy to classify and thus vulnerable to lawsuits, giving user entrepreneurs little leeway to negotiate with distributors:

“I’m sure a game company would say, ‘We own copyrights in all of the graphics that comprise the game, so the character designs, the textures, the landscape arrangements, you know, all of the graphical elements. I’m sure they would claim that there’s a copyright there, and they may also argue that they have a copyright in the engine and the output of the engine is, you know, therefore a derivative work. I think that is a more far-fetched
argument, that argument would quickly lead to the conclusion that Microsoft owns everything that is produced with Microsoft Word, and I think that argument is far fetched but, again, it’s not inconceivable. So those are the two elements that are most likely to arise in a copyright dispute: the graphical objects themselves and then the actual … the algorithm—the engine that puts it all together.” (FvL)

Using games for animation production thus requires user entrepreneurs to gain legal access to the pertaining assets. Chris Burke of Bong + Dern explained his approach to third-party IP as reaching an agreement with the game company to avoid any risk, despite incurring high transaction costs originating from the negotiations:

“Generally the intellectual property rights are always a big restriction, you know, even if the game company is willing to work with you, it’s still going to take you six months, sometimes a year to work out something which will allow you to do, what you want to do.” (CB)

Users solved the dilemma of uncertainty in two ways: they either negotiated a contract with the game company who granted use and thus selectively shared game assets for clearly defined purposes, or they remodeled large parts of the game. While the ILL Clan and Strange Company applied specialized tools to “re-skin” avatars and avoid using existing artwork, Rooster Teeth struck a deal, which allowed them to use the artwork from Halo for their Red vs. Blue franchise. We discuss the advantages and disadvantages of either strategy later. Burnie Burns of Rooster Teeth described their relationship with Microsoft as being grounded in excitement about the possibilities user entrepreneurs discovered, while at the same time showing generosity and interest in a long-term engagement:

“[Microsoft] what we found was we found a group of people who really like innovative cool stuff and they saw something that I think they thought was unique and they worked with us and it was really great, it was surprising. I was really amazed and I continue to be amazed at how great they are to us and how much freedom they give us and how long we are able to work with such a big company.” (BB)

Selective sharing by game companies takes different forms: they license assets under creative commons or open source (OS) licenses (such as parts of the Unreal Tournament engine released by Epic Games in 1999\(^1\) or the tool set for Neverwinter Nights by Bioware); or they close contracts with Machinima producers that allow user entrepreneurs to use the games (engines

---

\(1\) Ports to Linux are available from the Open UT project: http://openut.sourceforge.net/info.php
and/or artworks) for commercial purposes. The game companies’ incentives to grant these exceptions to the standard licensing terms include the promotion or advertisement of games through Machinima (AC, BB, FvL, PD). Phil DeBevoise (PD) of Machinima.com reported:

“The game publishers recognize this is being a terrific free promotional and marketing vehicle for their games and they are very much, you know, we have spoken to pretty much all of them ... are very excited, and very much want to engage the gaming community and have them be, you know, very much invested in their games. Like when they are making Machinima, that’s a true act of love and passion. They are working many hours not only playing their game, but they’re also making this.” (PD)

Without the game companies’ consent, users face the dilemma of producing films without permission to distribute and run legal risks of infringing the copyright or the EULA. To date, no case involving Machinima had been tried in court nor have EULAs with special Machinima clauses spread widely. One game publisher that recently engaged in encouraging its users to produce Machinima under terms of fair use is Blizzard Entertainment, the producer of World of Warcraft.\textsuperscript{11} In general, the right to produce Machinima under fair use of video games (U.S. copyright law), as users hope, remains uncertain and a sense of frustration about this dilemma is widespread in the Machinima community (voiced by all interview partners).

Another approach was to create large amounts of artwork from scratch. The ILL Clan pioneered this work with their film Hardly Workin’ for which “we changed the entire look of the game” (PM), accomplished by two members during two years of part-time work. Shooting the film, which involved five people, and integrating the improvisors’ dialogs, took a further six months. Creating own assets by modifying the game gave confidence of not infringing any IP rights, as Paul Marino (PM) and Frank Dellario (FD) described:

“Quake allowed you to re-skin your characters, that was one of the things that id Software did ... that was a very innovative approach to customizing the game and [...] we used this feature to do that for our film.” (PM)

“Using Quake 2 we then made Hardly Workin’ which Paul Marino directed and that we created all on our own assets. The only thing we used was the engine. The map, everything we used, we created from scratch, ‘cause we said ‘Let’s get away from other people’s IP.’” (FD)

\textsuperscript{11} http://www.wow-europe.com/de/community/Machinima/letter.html
Four firms in the sample (The ILL Clan, Strange, Fountainhead, Short Fuze) opted for the costly approach of creating artwork themselves. Bong + Dern and Rooster Teeth were the exception, in that they primarily used game assets after negotiating with the game company. Since the contract details between game companies and Machinima producers remain undisclosed, this study cannot conclude whether this involved great cost or whether the companies placed their assets at the disposal of selected user entrepreneurs. However, the evidence shows that support tends to flow from game companies to users, in terms of permission to publish, submit to film festivals, contract work (commissioned Machinima, TV advertisements and game commercials), and feature support. The Sims 2 features integrated video capturing and Blizzard recently added tutorials for Machinima in World of Warcraft. The latest sequel of Halo offers a save film feature, which allows players to view and record their game play in retrospect from camera angles they did not use during actual game play. This also demonstrates that the Machinima community, after gaining enough leverage, had a reverse impact on the game companies (compare von Hippel, 1988, on producers who incorporate user innovation).

Thus, we propose (1): If firms (in other industries) show a preference toward selective sharing of proprietary assets, this positively impacts the user entrepreneurs’ access to complementary assets for commercialization.

User entrepreneurs often first use complementary assets regardless of potential IP infringements (phase one) and later recognize an opportunity to commercialize (phase two)—a central finding in the user entrepreneurship process. The failure of asset holders to approve the commercial application of complementary assets may represent a road-block for user entrepreneurs, since access to complementary assets is critical for commercialization, even if access is granted ex post (the initial use).

**User entrepreneurs’ access to complementary assets for commercialization (industry B)**

User entrepreneurs need access to a range of complementary assets, including those of game companies, as we discussed in the previous section. We now relate these assets to commercialization. The process of finding and locating relevant assets in the video game industry to match with a story and produce a film is illustrated by Burnie Burns (BB) of Rooster Teeth:
“I think, probably since Red vs. Blue started, we’ve never had an idea and then found a game to make the idea work. That’s how Red vs. Blue started, we had the idea for Red vs. Blue and we found Halo as the way to do it. Everything else has been where we’ve had a game with great tools and great Machinima capabilities and then we have found a story to match the theme of the game. We try not to make it about the game but thematically it makes sense, if you are going to have elements in the game already, we want to include them in the story. You can’t take a game like F.E.A.R. and turn it into a romantic comedy, well you could but you know... It’s more of a suspension of disbelief in that case. It’s more about just position this. We try to do stories that are believable, within the context.” (BB)

All firms in the sample used and relied on complementary assets such as game engines, tool sets, and artwork stemming from video games, which were incorporated in the production process. In some cases, the artwork even stimulated the innovation process (BB).

Following a different approach, Short Fuze relied on complementary assets they produced themselves: a software product called Moviestorm. The firm’s business does not rely directly on the application of game assets but on the user experience associated with them. After seizing the opportunity while active in the animation industry, Short Fuze created a game-like environment for users to shoot films, thus actually supplying complementary assets to users. Matt Kelland (MK) of Short Fuze depicts legal uncertainty as the incentive to create Moviestorm, which substitutes the formerly used video games:

“One of the biggest issues with Machinima is that there is a big debate about copyright issues, because when people are making videos, using games made by professional game companies, they say, well, you know, you’re using our sounds, you’re using our assets, you’re using our animations, our levels and so on. And everybody in the Machinima community is waiting for the first big lawsuit to happen and one of the things we decided was just to move around this by saying, well, we intend to own the engine, the assets, maps and everything so when somebody makes a movie with Moviestorm, they own it. In just the same way that they would own anything they created with Word or Photoshop.” (MK)

Fountainhead quickly ceased to commercialize animation despite its access to complementary assets that allowed it to create groundbreaking Machinima early on. Machinima.com stands alone, due to its special role as a web platform supporting the community¹² in various ways, ranging from hosting to education. The remaining four firms, however, lend support to our second proposition by relying on complementary assets for their commercialization strategy.

¹² Because Machinima.com did not start commissioning films until the end of August 2007, after we interviewed their CEO Philip DeBevoise, we have not considered Machinima.com for some of our propositions.
Thus, we propose (2): *User entrepreneurs’ access to complementary assets positively impacts commercialization.*

Proposition two also reflects the two-phase process, since access to complementary assets is provided by user innovators, whom we regard as separate from user entrepreneurs, as well as the game companies’ willingness to share these assets.

For completeness, it should be noted that while complementary assets play a crucial role in creating Machinima, they do not replace the creation of original artwork like voice-over and audio effects by user entrepreneurs. The integration of assets, artwork, and potential post-production with the actual shooting requires considerable skill and experience in making Machinima all in areas of domain knowledge, which we turn to next.

**Acquisition of new domain knowledge**

Critical new domain knowledge for commercialization represents the qualification necessary not only to produce but also to distribute animation shot in video games that appeals to a greater audience. It includes education and experience in cinematography, the creation of a narrative, screenwriting, post-production and editing skills, as well as knowledge of the film business such as marketing, reaching an audience, creating sequels, and sustaining the interest of an audience in film characters and stories— in other words, the creative skills that are crucial to producing any kind of film, including Machinima. The application of complementary assets refers to the users’ technical skills at applying and exploiting given features in a video game, such as specialized tools to reshape the appearance of characters, puppeteering, or the capturing of raw video material, basically all functions related to execution.

Friedrich Kirschner (FK), member of the AMAS, explained early approaches to production knowledge exchange as being part of the maturing Machinima community. He describes the interweaving of technology and knowledge about the motion picture industry:

“Presenting [Machinima] to the community is less important. [...] early on it was about [technology]. That has changed a little today because the community moved to a field that is less concerned with the technology. A few years ago, technology was more central ... to consider things from a technical perspective. There were different games one could have possibly worked with. Then pros and cons were discussed, that was definitively important, because back then in the Machinima.com community one didn’t come from the game but
from the wish to produce a movie. And because of that, one could be talked into using another game or at least checking out another game, because it was used as a tool. [...] In this regard, Machinima matured a little or at least the community thinks it matured a bit. And this has more to do with how they deal with the newcomers. [...] Machinima producers simply don’t know anything about the 180-degree rule and cutting and directing in the broadest sense. There, they try to very much catch up and tutorials are written and hints are exchanged and that kind of stuff.” (FK, translated from German by the authors)

Knowing each other’s work well, users exchanged experiences and opinions during film festivals (AMAS, Sundance, Tribeca, Bitfilm, and others), game conferences, and via online discussion forums (Machinima.com and others). Some even wrote Machinima beginners’ books about their specific production knowledge (Hancock and Ingram, 2007; Marino, 2004) or kept regularly updated blogs (FK, PM, FD). Key contributions by community members in the form of tools (Uwe Girlich’s Little Movie Processing Center or Friedrich Kirschner’s Movie Sandbox) altered the way users worked and frequently facilitated the art of Machinima for new talent. Certain Machinima pieces reverberated inside the community and inspired new work because of their demonstrable feasibility. The way tools were applied was critical for the development process since it would shape the final product and, ultimately, the extent of commercialization. A global community of users sustained discussions about the most effective ways to use tools, both legally and artistically. Chris Burke (CB) of Bong + Dern exemplifies this stimulation of the community with extraordinary contributions:

“Something that really fascinates me is non-narrative Machinima, which is, I guess, what grew out of what used to be speed run and all that stuff [recording of game play]. Things like Warthog Jump. [...] I think that’s fascinating. To me that’s something you would never have in any other medium. And some users they watch it and they think, oh it’s just some guy messing around, which it is. But there’s, I think there’s a really ... there’s like real theory going on behind that.” (CB)

These observations demonstrate that another indispensable aspect of the user entrepreneurship process in this case involved the community of users (Machinimators), which impacted positively not only on domain knowledge from the motion picture industry, but also on the combination of domain knowledge with complementary assets. While the community of Machinimators helped to promote the art of producing high-quality animation and provided the resources to develop and

13 http://www.moviesandbox.com/
deepen domain knowledge, it also promoted the integration and application of complementary assets.

Burnie Burns (BB) and Geoff Ramsey (GR) of Rooster Teeth produced the first series of *Red vs. Blue* in their homes while voice actors called in over the phone to contribute their part of the scripts. Later, they recruited friends, some of whom had worked in Hollywood studios, to join the team. Domain knowledge proved crucial when it came to commercialization. Not only did Matt Hullum bring valuable film experience to the team, but the development of the series’ characters and epic story elements over 100 episodes, commitment to the web as the preferred channel of distribution, as well as contracts that secured the rights to sell DVDs and merchandise, all represent thorough knowledge about the motion picture industry that few video game users possess.

The case of Fountainhead Entertainment demonstrates the contrary situation. Its founder, Anna Kang (AK), one of the co-founders of AMAS, created groundbreaking Machinima work. Despite critical acclaim, their efforts did not translate to sustained commercial activity in the animation industry, possibly because there was limited industry experience within Fountainhead—they critically acclaimed music video *In the Waiting Line* had been produced with an outside director who was interested in trying new technologies. The other Machinima producing firms in the sample had at least one core member or founder with an education in film or extensive industry experience in film or animation or both.

Despite the importance of domain knowledge, commercializing Machinima seemed to rely on the user entrepreneurs’ ability to combine domain knowledge and experience with complementary assets. Users of video games approached animation production in new ways (Lowood, 2007; Marino, 2004) regarding their use of technical tools and cinematography, as Matt Kelland (MK) of Short Fuze commented. The crew at Short Fuze knew that there were important trade-offs when making animation with games or with user experience of gamers. Moviestorm, a game-like animation production environment, caters to users who want to produce Machinima but have little or no film-related education or experience:

“As a game player, my preconception is ‘I don’t have to do anything, the computer just works it all out for me.’ And it may not be exactly what I want, but it’s good enough and it was easy. Whereas an animator would say, well you have to be able to decide where they
walk and how they walk and get it all absolutely right, which we say, it actually doesn’t matter.” (MK)

Our cases demonstrate that a community of users positively impacts on the accumulation of relevant domain knowledge from different industries. We can observe an important distinction between user innovators and user entrepreneurs. User innovators, within a community or by themselves, combine complementary assets (video games) with cinematography skill (e.g. Randall Glass with his film Warthog Jump, published in 2002, achieving effects once thought impossible). User entrepreneurs, however, take their animation products one step further and commercialize them in the animation industry. Depending on the user entrepreneurs’ origin, the respective other domain knowledge has to be acquired.

To commercialize Machinima, user entrepreneurs need to combine domain knowledge with their skills at applying complementary assets. Consider again the example of Rooster Teeth: the tale of their successful series starts with the discovery of a bug in Microsoft’s Halo game that allowed them to make their avatars look straight ahead while pointing their guns down. This non-feature enabled the dialogue scenes in Red vs. Blue. The deep experience with a video game, the cinematographic skill to exploit this bug artistically to create entertaining products, and the business knowledge of how to market the product need to come together for commercialization. All of our cases show that access to both kinds of knowledge—domain knowledge as well as experience and skills—is necessary for commercialization.

We propose (3a): The community of users positively impacts on user entrepreneurs’ skills at applying complementary assets.

The ability of all firms to generate revenue could be traced to talent from the motion picture industry, whether by temporary arrangements, hiring, or via the founders. We thus propose (3b): Access to the talent pool of the target industry positively impacts on user entrepreneurs’ acquisition of domain knowledge.

Note that this finding is compelling in the sense that all but one user entrepreneur followed this course and phase one (under the radar) appeared as a prerequisite for phase two. Understanding how to produce Machinima film and the experience as users of Machinima tools, the insights gained from a community of peers, and the knowledge to be gained in the domain of the animation industry, all contribute to the possibility of entering phase two, commercialization.
In summary, commercialization was impossible, in our sample, without the combined knowledge of the domain of filmmaking and of the application of games as complementary assets to film production. We propose (4): User entrepreneurs combine domain knowledge with the skills to apply complementary assets to commercialize their products.

Table 2 gives a summary of the propositions and how they relate to the respective firms, with a short description of how each proposition is supported throughout the cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>Strange Company</th>
<th>ILL Clan / ESC</th>
<th>Machinima.com</th>
<th>Fountainhead Entertainment</th>
<th>Rooster Teeth Productions</th>
<th>Short Fuze</th>
<th>This Spartan Life</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposition 1</td>
<td>Use of game engines (e.g. Neverwinter Nights)</td>
<td>Scripting work in Quake (LMPC), later engine acquired and creation of own artwork: Low dependence on freely available resources</td>
<td>No direct production of machinima</td>
<td>Affiliation with id Software (producer of Quake) and access to development resources</td>
<td>Agreement with Bungie (producer of Halo and Microsoft subsidiary until October 2007)</td>
<td>Machinima produced with Battlefield 1942, later independent of game companies: Moviestorm consists of entirely new artwork</td>
<td>Agreement with Bungie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for P1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposition 2</td>
<td>Use of existing game engines but creation of own artwork</td>
<td>Use of existing game engines but creation of own artwork</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Complementary assets did not lead to horizontal user innovation</td>
<td>Heavy use of existing artwork and game engines for most if not all Machinima</td>
<td>Reliance on in-house complementary assets (Moviestorm)</td>
<td>Heavy use of existing artwork and game engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for P2</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposition 3a</td>
<td>Pioneering role within the community of machinimators: co-founder of the AMAS</td>
<td>Pioneering role within the community of machinimators: co-founder of the AMAS</td>
<td>Central platform for the machinimator community (distribution and exchange): co-founder of the AMAS</td>
<td>Pioneering role within the community of machinimators: co-founder of the AMAS</td>
<td>Garage approach: outreach only later</td>
<td>Weak link: Investors provide knowledge and industry access</td>
<td>Inspiration and learning from fellow machinimators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for P3a</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposition 3b</td>
<td>Founders already had the knowledge from the target industry</td>
<td>Founders already had the knowledge from the target industry</td>
<td>Platform attracted members of the target industry to contribute</td>
<td>External director only affiliated for time of project</td>
<td>New team members were hired who worked in Hollywood</td>
<td>Careful balance of management team to include relevant skills</td>
<td>Prior production knowledge from previous engagements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for P3b</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposition 4</td>
<td>Education in film and experience in film and audio arts to complement user innovation</td>
<td>Extensive experience in animation to complement user innovation</td>
<td>Growth of the community (machinimators and audience) enabled Machinima.com to reach out</td>
<td>Alliances with film directors, later exit</td>
<td>Motion picture industry experience in the team (e.g. Matt Hullum) combined with user innovation</td>
<td>Moviestorm was designed to enable the simple creation of Machinima by everybody</td>
<td>Education in film and experience in audio arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for P4</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Overview of propositions and grounding in cases

4 DISCUSSION

Our findings relate to the emerging literature on user entrepreneurship which shares with an effectuation view on entrepreneurship theory the perspective that opportunities are created given a set of means (Read et al., 2009), here, the user experience. In this section we discuss where and how our propositions resonate with existing theory or depart from it.
Our finding that industry entry occurs in two phases extends existing work on user entrepreneurship (Baldwin et al., 2006; Shah and Tripsas, 2007) in that it separates the user innovator from the user entrepreneur while describing a coherent process of user entrepreneurship. A user innovator may enable phase one by extending the use of a product or technology (von Hippel, 2005; Faulkner and Runde, 2009), in our case enabling a video game to be used as a tool for animation production. Phase two may evolve without major user innovations if user entrepreneurs draw on an existing innovation for their own use and for later commercialization. Nevertheless, a deep familiarity with the use of the innovation was a prerequisite for commercialization for all entrepreneurs in our sample.

**Propositions in the light of existing theory**

**Proposition 1.** Some authors have argued that firms frequently solicit the use of their knowledge assets for a licensing fee (Chesbrough, 2003; Arora et al., 2001). Uncompensated tolerance of asset exploitation has been documented for cases of informal know-how trading (von Hippel, 1987), and in areas where participating firms do not compete directly and find it beneficial to support each other (Henkel, 2006; Dahlander, 2007). User entrepreneurs who deploy proprietary assets depend on the owner’s tolerance of the application of these assets for commercialization. Our cases extend previous research on selective sharing and tolerance toward application by demonstrating the potential relevance of assets for user entrepreneurs’ entry into commercial marketplaces. They also document a nascent group of firms that contribute to developing a new genre in the industry they enter, which underscores the novelty of their products and the associated risks of IP infringement.

**Proposition 2.** The innovation literature has so far generated only limited insights into the commercial use of selectively shared assets. We show that selective sharing may apply to different types of asset (game engine, artwork, toolkits, etc.), which in turn represent different trade-offs for the user entrepreneur in terms of gaining access to, or substituting for, the asset. We observe that while user innovators frequently make unauthorized use of copyright work (as described by Lee, 2008), user entrepreneurs display great sensitivity when working with others’ copyright-protected work. They either secure owners’ explicit permission to create and distribute Machinima using video game artwork, or they completely re-create artwork to avoid conflict over
intellectual property rights. Commercializing with others’ assets in a new industry is a facet of the user entrepreneurship process not yet described by the literature.

**Proposition 3.** An important finding in the user innovation literature is that users tend to organize their innovation projects in communities (von Hippel & von Krogh, 2003; Shah, 2006; von Hippel, 2007). Members of these communities bring their individual domain knowledge to bear on technical problems, share solutions, promote their work, and develop and improve on technology (Franke & Shah, 2003; von Krogh et al., 2003; Jeppesen & Molin, 2003). As users who become entrepreneurs and enter a new industry, the firms in our sample provide a unique opportunity to observe where knowledge is sourced and to distinguish between knowledge of production methods, application or development of complementary assets, and domain knowledge. Little is known about this distinction in the user innovation literature, which is vague about when knowledge emerges from a user community and when it needs to be acquired through hiring, or as part of the founding team.

Within user communities, members share and exchange experience with peers from other knowledge domains (Lee & Cole, 2003; Spaeth et al., 2008). Kogut and Zander (1992) suggested studying how firms combine knowledge from internal as well as external sources for innovation (see also Schumpeter, 1934). Successful innovators need the ability to identify external knowledge as an important input to innovation and commercialization, and must have the capability of combining new and existing knowledge (Alvarez & Barney, 2005; Brockman & Morgan, 2003; Chirico & Salvato, 2008). Users are considered a source of domain knowledge from ideation to complete product development (von Hippel, 1988; 2007; Baldwin et al. 2006; Ogawa and Piller, 2006; Füller et al., 2007); however, production methods are frequently considered proprietary (Henkel, 2006: 962). We identify the types and sources of knowledge combined by user entrepreneurs and propose ways in which a user community provides insights into the production technology for Machinima. By developing and evolving the use of video games for animation production, the community participates in entry into a new industry.

The firms in our sample exchange insights about video games in user communities (Cohendet & Simon, 2007) and hire market insiders to acquire domain knowledge. At the same time, they develop proprietary production knowledge, such as experience in narrative development and plotting, or post-production techniques. Revealing of knowledge by user entrepreneurs depends
on the industry context, in that production tools—the application of game engines for Machinima production—are more liberally shared within the user community than production skills, such as cinematography and story development, key elements for revenue generation in the animation industry.

**Proposition 4.** When building new ventures in an industry, entrepreneurs need domain knowledge relevant to commercialization (Michael et al., 2002). When entering new industries, domain knowledge about target markets plays a key role in commercializing innovations. The case of Machinima shows that users’ experience can translate into an ability to apply tools that serve as complementary assets in a new industry, and that a combination with domain knowledge enables them to commercialize their products. This finding departs from the literature on user innovation and user entrepreneurship, which assumes users’ stronghold to be their domain of experience, their access to knowledge generated by their practice as users, as well as their network (Luthje et al., 2005; von Hippel, 2007). Our sample suggests that users’ realm of entrepreneurial activity extends beyond the market where initial user innovation could be observed (the video game industry) to include other industries and the creation of new market fragments.

**A Summary of Stakeholders and Activities**

In exploring the case of Machinima, we studied a new genre and a growing community of film and gaming enthusiasts. Table 3 provides an overview and summary of the stakeholders involved and their activities before and during the phases of commercialization described by our model. User innovation began before the users became entrepreneurs and the stories of their businesses unfolded. Our data cover the beginnings of user innovation in this field and the birth of the genre, since many of the individuals who went on to become entrepreneurs are today considered Machinima pioneers (Paul Marino, Hugh Hancock, Burnie Burns, Anna Kang, and others). They reported their first encounters with the technologies of recording and sharing game play, the creativity these spurred, and the first teams they formed to manage early productions.

In our account of the propositions, some stakeholders’ positions were omitted for the sake of brevity. However, more detail about the roles played by the video game companies and the audience may facilitate the testing of our model in other contexts. We convey a comprehensive account of the Machinima case, reaching back as far as possible in its history, to open the
possibility for others to discover and identify nascent markets and industries by recognizing user activity and behavior in terms of knowledge acquisition and re-interpretation of assets.

The columns in Table 3 show critical activities within the two relevant industries, video games and motion picture. The rows follow the stakeholders over time, going from top to bottom, from an enabling phase to user innovation and then to the two commercialization phases covered by our propositions. The relevant stakeholders, apart from user entrepreneurs, include gamers who are forming a community of Machinimators (the lead user community), incumbent firms in the video games industry, and consumers of videos. Shaded cells contain user entrepreneurs’ key activities, as described above, and may serve as reference points to compare with other stakeholders’ activities.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
<th>Industries</th>
<th>Video Game Industry (A)</th>
<th>Motion Picture / Animation (Production) industry (B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Artwork &amp; render engine of game</td>
<td>Machinima as production technology&lt;br&gt;(Machinima films product)&lt;br&gt;Enable Commercialization</td>
<td>Motion picture production skills&lt;br&gt;Domain knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamers (Lead users)</td>
<td>Utter customizable games under strict terms of use; relatively unknown to the video game market</td>
<td>Reinterpret the meaning of videogames to become a complimentary asset for animation production resulting in a new production technology&lt;br&gt;(Machinima)&lt;br&gt;Mostly ignorant of cinematography</td>
<td>Produce first gameplay renderings; mostly to demonstrate the technique without commercial intent&lt;br&gt;Innovate new genre, Machinima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User innovators (A) / User (B)</td>
<td>Develop new or modified games by creating new assets (sometimes referred to as mods)</td>
<td>Generate, unaware of context about the application of their game engines as tools for animation production</td>
<td>Publish and exchange of exemplary short films (e.g., Waiting Jump)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video game companies</td>
<td>Stop user innovation from modifying and distributing modified games by legal means (issue and delete letters)</td>
<td>Users establish Machinima as a community platform to discuss their experience.&lt;br&gt;Truth telling of knowledge related to the production technology leads to an improvement of the overall process</td>
<td>Users discuss various topics on the production of Machinima based on their experiences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead user community</td>
<td>Users establish Machinima as a community platform to discuss their experience.&lt;br&gt;Truth telling of knowledge related to the production technology leads to an improvement of the overall process</td>
<td>Users discuss various topics on the production of Machinima based on their experiences.</td>
<td>Consistent publication of Machinima videos to attract and retain audience; branding; tutorial publications by user entrepreneurs; first attempts at influencing feedback through hardware and bandwidth; attracting venture capital.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users entrepreneurs (under the radar)</td>
<td>Develop advanced skills and improve process which, they still finetune (mostly) and openly communicate to fellow community members</td>
<td>Intensively acquire domain knowledge by engaging in feedback through feedback from the community or hiring people with domain knowledge</td>
<td>Consistent publication of Machinima videos to attract and retain audience; branding; tutorial publications by user entrepreneurs; first attempts at influencing feedback through hardware and bandwidth; attracting venture capital.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead user community</td>
<td>Supports entrepreneurs with new production technology</td>
<td>Sustain from the video production industry and discovers the new genre and joins the community previously-dominated games</td>
<td>Digital customer base for entrepreneurial start-ups provides feedback to new ventures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers (Machinima films)</td>
<td>Establish official entity BAMAS to promote and protect Machinima</td>
<td>Critical consumption that can result in feedback offered through social software platforms</td>
<td>Provide feedback for further improvement of existing products (innovation relevant, feedback like possible story line changes, etc.)&lt;br&gt;Voice demand for new products and improved business models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users entrepreneurs (becoming visible in the animation industry)</td>
<td>Managing legal uncertainty regarding the use of the complementary assets (in-game artwork and game engine use)</td>
<td>Commercialization depends on effective combination of domain knowledge by hiring talent from the motion picture industry</td>
<td>For ranging commercialization activities from the use of Machinima to&lt;br&gt;leveraged online access as well as diversification into merchandising, consulting, hired work, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video game companies</td>
<td>Maintain strict terms of use for modifications in their home market</td>
<td>Start implementing Machinima tools in games to support Machinima production&lt;br&gt;Provide &quot;how to&quot; information and tutorials with games&lt;br&gt;Showing tolerance towards application of assets and other special Machinima licenses</td>
<td>Enable commercial success by reaching agreements with user entrepreneurs about the commercial use of their property as&lt;br&gt;complementary assets&lt;br&gt;Organize competitions among consumers to produce films with their games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead user community</td>
<td>Educate new talent</td>
<td>Sustain into several sub-communities.&lt;br&gt;Machinima.com as the center of community decreases in importance due to a variety of new platforms and websites</td>
<td>Joint production on a project basis, sponsored by platforms such as Machinima.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: Stakeholder analysis considering the sequence of activities and industries**
5. IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND MANAGEMENT

Our findings contribute to the literatures on user entrepreneurship and (remotely) strategy, in that we motivate future research on entrants keeping a low profile to overcome entry barriers. Four contributions stand out.

First, a central finding of our study relates to user entrepreneurship. Industry entry by user entrepreneurs could be observed to occur in two phases (see Figure 1 and Table 1). This demonstrated that entrants could outmaneuver entry barriers by operating under the radar of incumbent firms before commercializing. Although they were already distributing film, users did not appear as commercial players. Once they had gained a foothold through their audience, users began to commercialize. Their two-phase entry into the animation industry avoided apparent conflict over IP rights by first relying on informal copyright practices (see Lee, 2008), and also avoided large investments in established distribution channels by using the Internet.

Second, our findings contribute to research in entrepreneurship and effectuation more specifically. Rooster Teeth produced Machinima in *Halo* 1–3, *Sims* 2, *F.E.A.R.*, and *Shadowrun*. The team’s skill in attracting a community of over half a million subscribing viewers and fans resulted in several sources of revenue through their franchises: DVD sales, sponsorship, merchandising with various items, as well as the production of a comic series that features the Rooster Teeth crew as main characters. The comic was available for free through their website and sold in print. The ventures grew around Machinima but developed Rooster Teeth into a web-based entertainment group with artistic products, such as the comic and the communication contents. Rooster Teeth’s team learned by experimentally setting up a shop around its brand and around specific characters from its Machinima series. Rooster Teeth’s strategy was driven by its creative use of complementary assets. Using another video game led to an all-new series.

According to our interviewees, using the team’s gaming experience to relate to other gamers in the audience creates customer loyalty and sparks creativity, in terms of customer-generated content on the community site as well as within the Rooster Teeth team (BB, GR). A traditional sitcom around video gaming could fit with the Rooster Teeth’s strategy just as well as more Machinima. The point here is not that user entrepreneurs’ creativity is unlimited but that their accumulated experience in the production of Machinima, and the gaming culture that the team shares with its audience, are sources of new ideas that can give rise to new opportunities and
ultimately to commercialization. User entrepreneurs search for new applications for assets and skills (their givens) rather than focusing on a predefined target by discarding alternatives, a process that Sarasvathy (2001) terms “effectuation.” This process could also be observed in other firms in our sample.

This finding confirms the notion that user innovation rests on the advantage provided by sticky knowledge (von Hippel, 1994) and users’ “local” perception of their own and their community’s needs. However, it also shows that user entrepreneurs effectively leverage community knowledge for entry into new industries. Studying the user entrepreneur’s role in the context of fellow users and consumers echoes the recent call by Rindova and colleagues (2009) to study entrepreneurial activity more deeply to “understand the relationships between change intent and the nature of relationships with other social actors” (2009: 480). We contribute to the body of research on effectuation by delineating the characteristics of a process where entrepreneurs enter a new industry in two phases. Future research may help to predict target industries and entrepreneurial activity based on user innovation and the principal of givens in effectual thought (compare Read et al., 2009).

Third, our theory contributes to a differentiated understanding of the user’s role in technology diffusion. Users, the Machinimators in our case, have radically changed the use of video games by using them as stage and input for animation production rather than game play. Faulkner and Runde (2009) describe the diffusion of these user-triggered changes in products. Video games contain both technology (the physics engine that creates a basis for the virtual world) and art (the artwork that makes the virtual world visible and allows for the experience of sensations inside the virtual world). The two can be separated, as we demonstrated, and their diffusion follows slightly different paths, given their creators’ choices to protect them from exploitation in different contexts. The new context is animation; since the advent of Machinima in the late 1990s, video games have been used for animation production in various ways. Hence, users diffuse technologies across industry boundaries depending on their assessment of the components of the technology, on their own costs of re-creating it, and on the outcome of the negotiations with the owners of the IP rights to the technology, which may in turn be a question of timing.

Fourth, our study raises a few important questions about atomistic versus collective user entrepreneurship and the logic of selective revealing (Henkel, 2006). While the user community
of Machinimators was instrumental in diffusing knowledge about the application of video games to animation production, process and business knowledge (sequel and storyline development, distribution channels) were revealed to a far lesser extent. Gamer communities that became Machinima communities preceded commercial efforts, a finding that corresponds to other areas of user entrepreneurship (Baldwin et al., 2006, Shah & Tripsas, 2007). What is new, in our case, is that the choice of industry lies in the nature of the users’ activity. We were not observing a few renegade firms that decided to venture into an unknown industry; ours were entrepreneurial users who took innovation one step further and commercialized in the industry most akin to the work they had done: animation. The Machinima community does not discuss game play or extensions of games for gaming’s sake but develops ever more sophisticated knowledge that combines the use of games and cinematography, as the quote by Friedrich Kirschner (above) illustrates.

Some limitations apply to this study. First, while the Machinima phenomenon is growing rapidly, generalization of the propositions to areas other than games must be tested in future research. Second, two effects were almost impossible to disentangle and could jeopardize the future applicability of the theory to contexts other than virtual environments: the diffusion of broadband access and advances in distribution technology for media content over the Internet. The popularity of Machinima, and thus the commercial viability of the firms studied, might be connected to the general trend of viewing film over the Internet. Finally, Machinima represents a very recent phenomenon that provides scarce data on the survival of our sample firms (none of which can demonstrate a track record of more than ten years). Game companies could eventually cease selective sharing of engines and tools and venture into the motion picture industry themselves, or the audience could turn away from Machinima. However, given the Machinima firms’ diverse sources of revenue, their dependence on game companies is limited. Future research needs to follow up on the phenomenon.

To be continued …

Our analysis covered a number of topics beyond and in addition to the process model, which we cut in favor of length and accessibility (see also Table 3). We thus propose an agenda for future research. Successful industry entry implies a gain in market share by the new entrant at the expense of incumbent firms. To date, Machinima is insignificant compared to the revenues
generated by big players in the motion picture industry. Measuring the market share to justify successful entry thus proves impractical. Machinima represents an emerging genre in film today and user entrepreneurs, entering under the radar, created a new niche in the animation industry, fragmenting existing markets. The new niche is characterized by low barriers to entry, which in turn enable further talent to enter the Machinima market. With the continuously advancing graphical capabilities of video games, the full potential of this market might yet to be unleashed. How this industry will evolve over time, and whether it will capture market share or disentangle from the conventional media markets, remains to be seen. Machinima represents a fertile ground for studying the strategic impact of industry entry and market fragmentation on incumbents as well as new entrants.

The cases demonstrate that learning can occur in phase one, prior to full entry. Hence, important industry entry barriers do not deter user entry and may need reconsideration in terms of their effectiveness for this type of activity (Porter, 1980; Lieberman, 1987). If de novo entrants can innovate without entering an industry commercially (users learn by experimenting with products and processes and from peers), learning curve effects could in fact moderate other entry barriers. Opportunity costs of users are rather low, so could offset entry costs, while they rise with commercialization when the user entrepreneur engages in firm foundation. This eventually leads to the question of which entry barriers remain intact during phase one, industry entry, and which during phase two, entry to the commercial marketplace—a question we defer to future research.

Interaction with their customers helped user entrepreneurs to improve their products and correct flaws. Posting Machinima on sites with social software features (such as commenting and rating) allowed user entrepreneurs to read viewers’ comments within minutes. Rooster Teeth encouraged short feedback cycles by establishing a dual release structure granting sponsors early access to new episodes. Sponsors’ feedback thus enabled the production team to correct flaws prior to the public rollout. Consumer motivation to engage in such activities, as well as the impact of social software features to support these processes, need close examination in order to implement value-adding IT solutions. The nature of this interaction contributes to the continuous blurring of boundaries between the traditionally separated media of film, Internet, and video gaming.

14 Season five of Red vs. Blue averaged 1,163 comments per episode, the first 50 posts usually arriving within 30 minutes of the episode’s release.
Firms in one industry increasingly witness how freely or restrictively shared tools and assets can be used in another industry. This can be both beneficial and detrimental to the core business and thus needs close monitoring. In general, our sample suggests that positive effects dominate for game industry incumbents. Ill-considered handling of IP, whether in the form of a too lenient or too strict position on exploitation of complementary assets in users’ target industries, can negatively affect the core business. Game companies might want to take a clear stance and encourage or discourage users from certain practices from the point of product launch. While game companies did this rigorously for their home industry, they largely ignored setting up directives for user entrepreneurs’ target industries. These policies can define both the kind of exploitation and possible target industries.

Laws differ about the fair use of IP across countries and create uncertainties for users, as our study confirmed. Users can be frustrated with EULAs and select games based on their availability and flexibility of use. EULAs do not necessarily need to be rewritten, nor will individual contracts and agreements resolve the problem in the long run. Amendments can give certain rights back to users, as happened on Blizzard’s World of Warcraft site where the company made a 180-degree policy change in 2007 and started to share assets for certain uses selectively. Microsoft issued a similar license in the same year. A recent analysis by Lee (2008) documents the rise of informal copyright practices for user-generated content. This “warming to unauthorized use” (Lee, 2008) includes commercial applications and may, given appropriate and balanced policy (Roquilly, 2010), influence the behavior of both users and entrepreneurs. However, this is an emerging legal practice and the firms in our sample avoided building their ventures on the unauthorized use of copyright work.

Innovation policy needs to take into account the way protected assets can be used across industries. Crucially, the transaction costs to create legal agreements should be lowered so that rights holders have incentives to enter negotiations with prospective entrepreneurs. Today, these incentives frequently point the other way and lead to wholesale decline. Recent Internet technology, such as video compression and distribution, allows new talent to create entertainment products on a broad scale (Eliashberg et al., 2006). Encouraging innovation in this domain calls

---

for more flexible and informal copyright agreements, since the current uncertainty may deter user innovators and user entrepreneurs.
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APPENDIX

1 Machinimator Community
1.1 Personal Relationships
1.2 Peer Learning
1.3 Prices / Promotion

2 Domain Knowledge
2.1 Education
2.2 Work Experience
2.3 Prior Film Production
2.4 Hobby Experience

3 Preference Towards Revealing
3.1 Engines
3.2 Assets / Artwork
3.3 Filming Features

4 Complementary Assets
4.1 Gaming Experience
4.2 Social Software Platforms
4.3 Games / Engines
4.5 Machinima Tools
4.6 Assets / Artwork

5 Tolerance Towards Exploitation
5.1 Licensing / Copyrights
5.2 Contracts
5.3 Support / Forums
5.4 Sponsoring / Festivals

6 Learning
6.1 Beta- / Pre-Releases
6.2 Viewer Feedback
6.3 Accumulation of Experiences

7 Horizontal User Innovation
7.1 Product (UI-Story)
7.2 Published Movies
7.3 Diffusion (Distribution)
7.4 Related Products
7.5 Commercialization

Table A1: Coding Scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview date</th>
<th>Initials</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Profession</th>
<th>Duration (min)</th>
<th>Face to face</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sept.'06</td>
<td>J.B.</td>
<td>Beur Jonas</td>
<td>Grundy UFA</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>TV Producer</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept.'06</td>
<td>K.K.</td>
<td>Koelmaurer</td>
<td>Klaas</td>
<td>Mediamatic</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>TV Producer</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept.'06</td>
<td>D.v.G.</td>
<td>van Gils</td>
<td>Daniel</td>
<td>KmerBlauveLicht</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>TV Producer</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.07</td>
<td>A.B.</td>
<td>Bailey Anthony</td>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>TV Producer</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.11.06</td>
<td>D.R.</td>
<td>Riedel David</td>
<td>Meowan</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.12</td>
<td>H.H.</td>
<td>Hancock Hugh</td>
<td>Strange Company</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>User-Entrepreneur</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.11.06</td>
<td>J.H.</td>
<td>Helscher Jonas</td>
<td>Anton</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.06.06</td>
<td>M.J.</td>
<td>Jahmman Margarete</td>
<td>HGKZ</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.06.06</td>
<td>F.K.</td>
<td>Kirschner Friedrich</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>User-Entrepreneur</td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.03.07</td>
<td>C.B.</td>
<td>Burke Chris</td>
<td>Dong + Der Productions</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>User-Entrepreneur</td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.03.07</td>
<td>A.C.</td>
<td>Corcoran Andrew</td>
<td>EA Europe</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>VP Strategic Planning</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.03.07</td>
<td>P.D.</td>
<td>DeBevoise Philip</td>
<td>Machinima.com</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.03.07</td>
<td>M.K.</td>
<td>Keiland Matt</td>
<td>Short Fuze</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>User-Entrepreneur</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.03.07</td>
<td>H.L.</td>
<td>Lowood Henry</td>
<td>Stanford University</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.07</td>
<td>I.M.</td>
<td>Moon Ingrid</td>
<td>Electronic Frontier Foundation</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.02.07</td>
<td>F.v.L.</td>
<td>von Lohmann Fred</td>
<td>Electronic Frontier Foundation</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Lawyer</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.04.07</td>
<td>B.B.</td>
<td>Burns Burnie</td>
<td>Rooster Teeth Productions</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>User-Entrepreneur</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.03.07</td>
<td>F.D.</td>
<td>Delano Frank</td>
<td>Ill Clan / ESC</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>User-Entrepreneur</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.04.07</td>
<td>M.H.</td>
<td>Hullum Matt</td>
<td>Rooster Teeth Productions</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>User-Entrepreneur</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.03.07</td>
<td>A.K.</td>
<td>Kang Anna</td>
<td>Fountainhead Entertainment</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>User-Entrepreneur</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.03.07</td>
<td>P.M.</td>
<td>Martin Paul</td>
<td>Academy of Machinima Arts &amp; Sciences</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>User-Entrepreneur</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.04.07</td>
<td>J.P.</td>
<td>Paffendorf Jerry</td>
<td>Electric Sheep Company</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Chief Futurist</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.04.07</td>
<td>G.R.</td>
<td>Ramsey Geoff</td>
<td>Rooster Teeth Productions</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>User-Entrepreneur</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.04.07</td>
<td>J.S.</td>
<td>Saidafia Jason</td>
<td>Rooster Teeth Productions</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>User-Entrepreneur</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.03.07</td>
<td>W.S.</td>
<td>Selzer Wendy</td>
<td>Brooklyn Law School</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Lawyer</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.04.07</td>
<td>G.S.</td>
<td>Sorola Gus</td>
<td>Rooster Teeth Productions</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>User-Entrepreneur</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A2: Interview Partners

| Count | 25 | 14 |